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Cover to Cover: “Battle Hymn…” exposes West
and East disciplinary differences
Posted by admin on Wednesday, July 13, 2011 · Leave a Comment 

By: Kelly Malambri / Columnist

Being restricted from participating in a school play or forced to play a certain instrument are things
that many American students never experience. In “Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother,” author Amy
Chua would not have it any other way.

Chua states on the “Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother” title page that the book is “about a bitter clash
of cultures” – a battle in which both cultures must compromise.

University students would benefit from reading this non-fiction narrative as they will gain an idea of
just how relaxed Western forms of parenting are compared to Eastern.

Readers will also obtain a strong respect for the Western way of providing children with freedoms that
Chinese mothers and educators tend to look down upon, as described by Chua. Sleepovers, watching
television or earning a grade less than an “A” were never allowed of Chua’s children, Sophia and
Lulu.

By forcing her children to practice the violin and piano until they left teeth marks on the piano itself,
Chua created two talented musicians and one rebellious teen. Although Lulu, the younger of Chua’s
daughters, never got less than straight A’s, she rebelled against Chua’s parenting techniques and
fought for the right to play tennis instead of the violin.
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Meanwhile, Chua’s eldest daughter Sophia, valedictorian, Harvard grad and accomplished pianist,
flourished thanks to Eastern-style parenting and education.

Our system has its problems, but Chua’s experiences prove that Eastern forms of education can
suppress a child’s creative nature and inspire anger by pushing them beyond their breaking points.

As Lulu rebels against the violin, Chua realizes her mistakes and admits that pushing her child so hard
was not always the right thing to do. This realization is caused by the voice of her daughter
screaming, “I HATE YOU!”

Although she never truly leaves her harsh ways behind, Chua learns to let her children follow their
bliss. Chua may never admit it, but after reading “Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother,” I realized that
education requires a balance of Western and Eastern practices; neither is complete without a dose of
the other.

Cover to Cover is a bi-weekly book review column. Look for it every other Wednesday this summer.
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